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1. General 

a) While it is for the Council of i.·iinisters of 

the Comr.1Uni ty to determine which major research 

sectors are goinG to be of interest to the 

.Community, details of tho progra:.ll;Jes should no 

loncer be submitted to it, nainly in or&er to 

avoid delaya in the takin~ of decisions, through 

which the rosearch soon looes its value. 

From this standpcint it is im?ortant to have 

sufficient flexibility of orr,anization, e.c., in 

the form of small-scale appropriations for free 

research, so as ta ensure that research 

initiatives are neither stifled by excessively 

detailed pr~~rammes nor given premature publicity 

before completion of the initial phase essential 

to assessnent of t;le value of the idea., 

b)Bt-oadly spea!cing, the Joint Research Centre 

should have the followin;s responsibilit:i.es:-

- the ~erformance of public service functions 

of general usefulness. The Joint Research 

Centre is already developing such functions 

in several fields, particularly nucle~r 
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standards and measurements, where it has scored a success which 

is worth following up; 

- to obtain the data on which the Community will be able to plan 

its lines of action, particulerly in fields which are still 

obscure and controversial; 

- to provide the foundations on which Euratom•s activities can be 

based (reactor safety, control of fissile muterials, etc.); 

- in certain cases, to construct special large-scale scientific 

deviees in respect of which duplication of effort in the member 

countries must be avoided, and which will at the same time enable 

the Joint Research Centre to reach a sufficiently high level of 

scientific achievement; 

- to back up the scientific activities of member countries with 

aida or additional resources which may in many cases open the 

way towards highly desirable measures of coordination between 

laboratories in the various countries; 

- to lend its support to industrial fi~ms in basic sectors IDld 

possibly to perform work for them under contract. It is essential 

that the charges for the work done by the Joint Research Centre 

on behalf of industry should, in an initial stage at least, caver 

no more than the additional expensea incurred by the Comrnunity. 

These payments cannat be expected significantly to lighten the 

financial burden of the member countries within lesa than about 

five years. In view of the difficulty of getting such work 

under way (it will probably not exceed 2-3% of the Centre's 

capacity at the outset, and 10-20% in a few years• time) it 

should be started without delay; 

- to help in training highly qualified Euro~ean research scientiste; 

it would be very valuable spin-off from the Joint Research 

Centre's prosramme to further the training of European research 

worl~ers and give them better preparation for intra-European 

contacts. In addition, this would provide the Community with 

an invaluable basis for the possible creation at sorne future 

time of a European science university. 

c) The geographie concentration of the whole of the Joint Research 

Centre in the one Ispra establishment is to be rejected for various 

reasons - lo~s of efficiency, oost of financing the operation, etc. 
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Furthermore, each of the establishments apart from Ispra 

haa a sufficiently well-defined task for it to have by now 

reached the critical size in its special field. On the other 

hand, the operation of the four establishments could be further 

integrated, particularly by the creation of a teleprocessing 

link. 

2. ~~ main lines of a Erograrnme 

a) Abandonment of the project for co~verting the ESSOR reactor 

into a fuel testing light-water reactor, unless prompt 

consultations result in the firme concerned or certain Member 

States accepting sufficient concrete commitments as to the use 

of the reactor. 

b) Launching of a "materials project", concentrating the efforts 

of the various Joint Research Centre establishments on 

scientific and technological research on materiala, combined 

with similar efforts in other countries, which are still far 

from covering all the research requirements in this field, a 

decisive one for the future technological leval of the 

Community. The materials woul~of course,not be conventional 

materials in common use, but s~ecial materials; there is 

considerable ecope here for the development of Community-scale 

research which will avoid duplication not only with existing 

but also with subsequent research; provided it attaina a 

sufficiently high scientific leval, auch work would afford a 

basia for exchanges of information between the other 

laboratories conducting research on materials, and even for 

coordination of their programmes. It must be recognized, 

too, that it is pointless to try to make a strict distinction 

between what is and what is not "nuclear". 

c) Firm decision to construct the SORA pulsed reactor, with the 

sole reservation that the call for tenders to be issued 

immediately shouldnot~nt the Commission with an unreasonable 

increase in the previously announced estimate. The SORA 

project, which was at first a highly original one, will 

depreciate with time,~and we have probably reached the point 

beyond which it will no longer be worthwhile. 

In connection with basic research on matter in the condensed 

state (in particular solid state physics and chemistry), the 
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construction and operation of the SORA reactor will have the 

advantage of rcstoring to Ispra a major objective, and one 

which is also likely to promote contacts with the other research 

centres and the universities. SORA is a pr~ject developed at 

Is?ra and internationally recognized (30 times as powerful as 

the prototype pulsed reactor at Doubna in the USSR). 

The SORA experiment should make it possible subsequently to 

construct a still more powerful reactor (10 MW instead of 1 MW 

for the present project). The SORA instantaneous pulsed thermal 

neutron flux is four times as intense as the continuous flux of 

the high-flux reactor at Grenoble; hence the two reactors 

complement one another. 

The study of matter in the condensed state with neutron beams 

is developing rapidly, being limited only by the lack of powerful 

neutron sources. The SORA reactor thus meets a research need 

in the member countries. 

d) Initiation of a "pollution project", extending the project 

already in progress on radioactive contamination; this will 

elucidate a series of still obscure problems and help to provide 

the Community with the necessary datn for formulation of a 

pollution policy, at a later date, the present general state of 

knowledGe being too fragile a basis to exclude the risk of 

errors which might subsequently prove to be serious. 

The interconnections between radioactive and other types of 

pollution, the possibly provisional character of studies on some 

of these types, the availability of specialist manpower in the 

Community and the modest amount capital investment required -

all these are factors ~ilitating in favour of assigning auch a 

task to the Joint Research Centre. 

Generally speaking, pollution coincides with certain 

technological advances, and then declines with others. If one 

could foresee pollution more clearly one could in some cases 

reduce the effective period. The improvement of tecm1ological 

forecasting in this field rnight therefore be one aim for the 

Community to pursue. 
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A second reason for treating pollution on a Community basie 

is that polluants cross frontiers; this applies to wind-borne 

dusts and gases, and also to pollution of the seas by rivera •. 

Rivera which cross or skirt several countries also raise 

problems. 

But the main reasoh for Community action is to prevent 

economie distortions arising from divergences between statutory 

prohibitions or tax incentives in the various member countries. 

The expansion of national regulations will tend to be 

stimulated by the force of public opinion, and there is even 

a danger of the creation of a fresh type of pollution; namely 

the paralysing affect of a multiplicity of prohibitions; the 

longer we wait before adopting a Community-level position, the 

more ditficult it will be to harmonize the relevant legal or 

fiscal provisions enacted in each of the member countries. 

Furthermore, the divergences between these countries' 

regulations will create further impedimenta to the free 

exchange of equipment, products or their packagings at the 

Community's internai frontiers; here again damage may be 

caused through delay in effecting the harmonizations which will 

be required if procedures are not coordinated at a sufficiently 

early date. 

In order that the various countries may move towards convergent 

points of view, the balance-sheet for each type of pollution 

must be drawn up scientifically and the scientific data must 

be fully compar~ble from one country to another. In this 

context the Joint Research Centre could make a useful 

contribution to a highly objective analysis of pollution. 

3. ~ OtJ::..e.! Tasks for the Joint Rescarch Centre 

a) ToreasStgn. :fD problems inherent in fast or high-temperature 

reactors the greater part of the staff at present working on 

heavy-water reactors. 

b) To develop the work of the Ispra Computer Centre (CETIS) in 

order to enable it to help improve Community collaboration in 

the apportionment of programmes and to meat the needs of new 

projects concernins materials and pollution. 
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c) To stimulate work on thermonuclear fusion, which is already 

well integrnted, nnd that on biology and health physics, whioh 

constitute a good eatalytic agent as regards national 

programmes. 

d) ~~e general tasks in such fields as reactor safety, control of 

fissile materials, etc., will no doubt raise research problems 

of a kind to be entrusted to the Joint Research Centre, lut have 

not been specifically ~seessed by the four experts eonsutted. 
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